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PARIS SEEKS TO BE MOST ATTARACTIVE HUB FRENCH PM PHILIPPE SAID AT
EUROPLACE 
CREATES 3 INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS- PART2

Paris, Washington DC, 12.07.2017, 03:22 Time

USPA NEWS - This is the first time that the French Prime Minister as well as the President of Europlace, addresses their audience in
English, as if to show a strong will to welcome Anglo-Saxon investors and even from other countries. Thus it is since the Persian of the
Republic Macron launched this video that was viral addressing in English to his American American Trump and his people in response
to the decision to withdraw from the agreement on the Climate of Paris More than 13 million views on social networks), that English
becomes more sexy in political speeches. Knowing that English and the language of excellence of business and finance, the
expression in English has Europlace lent today to this great colloquium impossible to circumvent of the world leaders of the finance,
being found in Paris. Here is the PARTII of the statement of PM Edouard Philippe at Europlace

Beyond these tax provisions, which are important and will be very, very, very soon, a work component, because it seemed essential to
clarify, simplify in some respects the French labor law which had become complex and which, A force of complexity, had lost its
original purpose, which was to organize dialogue within the company, in the branch, to protect employees. Due to its complexity, it no
longer protected and even prevented the fluidity of labor relations, it had become more than an asset, it must in some respects be a
handicap with a number of specific measures for the financial sector and in particular The exclusion of the deferred bonus of certain
employees in the financial sector from the base for calculating severance pay. I have had an opportunity to explain the scope of this
commitment.----------------------------------------------------
Finally, a final aspect, beyond the reform of labor law, which will take on its full scope before the end of summer - I say this because
the President of the Republic undertook during his presidential campaign to amend the law And commitment not only to a goal, but
also to a method. This method is the use of prescriptions. We will publish the ordinances that amend the labor code before the end of
the summer. Ladies and gentlemen, this year, on an exceptional basis, the end of the summer is set for September 21, and what will
happen before the end of the summer, that is, Orders by 21 September.

MANY OTHER LANGUAGES INCLUDING ENGLISH WILL BE TOUGHT IN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS IN PARIS
“A word, if you like, on measures that are not specifically tax-related or labor-related, but which are nonetheless important, which I
mentioned earlier. In good faith with the Ile-de-France region, which is competent in this field, the State will initiate a reflection and put
in place a plan of action to develop international lycées, three openings of international lycées in Ile-de- France and the international
sections, in addition to the measures decided by the government on the development of language teaching, of bilangue classes in the
colleges.“� announced Prime Minister Edouard Philippe.
“Foreign languages “‹“‹have not always been the stronghold of our country, you could have an illustration of it a few minutes ago. I
speak for myself, Gerard. But it is not only a question, with this provision and with these measures, of allowing young French people to
master foreign languages, it is a matter of making sure that those of you who choose to study in France can offer their children quality
education - and French education is of quality - which then allows them to go back to places where there would no longer necessarily
be teaching in French and therefore be able to settle, To be able to offer their children an education that suits them.
This is not at all a small subject, it is even an essential subject. I am even in some respects inclined to think that it is more important
than the subjects of taxation because, whatever the position in the world of finance, whatever the attachment one has to the Assets
that can be managed, we often have assets close to ourselves - our children - who are watched with even more attention and even
more importance than financial assets and it is happy and it is so much better And it's like that everywhere.
One word ... There's someone who's a dad or Mom. One word to say that we will also develop a number of measures to develop the
attractiveness of the legal place of Paris. A good device for hosting a financial system is obviously good regulators, it is also an ability
to resolve disputes in an operational and rapid manner. Based on a number of recommendations made recently, we will try to develop
and specialize one of the chambers of the Paris Court of Appeal, to create a specialized chamber of the Paris Court of Appeal to
ensure that Questions relating to all these questions of law and to all these disputes which may arise are settled under better
conditions and more time and more expertise.“� continued Prime Minister Edouard Philippe. --------NEW QUICK MEANS OF
TRANSPORTATIONS IN PARIS UNDER THE AGEIS OF LOCAL POLICIES



“One word to say that our objective is, as far as possible, to eliminate the over-transposition of European directives which is a very
French specialty, which can sometimes be justified. After all, let's not criticize what has been done. There are sometimes moments
when the transposition may have an interest but finally it must not become a rule. Our aim is to try to get back to the common
European standard, that is to say, basically, the one that dictates the conditions under which competition can take place and, after all,
compete with one another With the other financial centers without burdening the task is not necessarily a bad idea.Finally, a word
about a number of transport projects, because once again, the connection with other world markets is important. You all know the
indispensable project of Charles-de-GAULLE Express in all respects indispensable. We look forward to its progress and will ensure
that it can be conducted in good conditions.---------------------------------------------------
On the whole, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to emphasize that the policy I have just outlined at once too briefly and too briefly can
not be stopped simply from announcements to measures. When you want to transform reality - it's true in companies, it's true in local
governments, it's true in a state - you have to act consistently and consistently. The road we are undertaking, which had already been
undertaken by a number of our predecessors, we are resolutely committed to, is the path that the President of the Republic has
indicated. To arrive safely - a sailor tells you - we must not lose our course.“� added Prime Minister Edouard Philippe “And so we will
act with constancy, determination to ensure that the attractiveness of the financial center of Paris is strengthened, to ensure that
French and non-French financial players come or come to settle in Paris, to make In order to create jobs, create wealth and make
Paris, Ile-de-France and the whole of France better in the years to come. This is a major challenge for us, it is a major challenge for
you and I would like to tell you that we are determined to take up this challenge. Thank you very much.“� Concluded The French
Prime Minister Edouard Philippe.
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